
The Internet means I can stay  

in touch with my grandchildren.

Travel websites, cultural news,  the weather, the newspapers… A whole world opens up in front of me – and 
nowadays I even do my shopping online!
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About our CSR report 
This is Belgacom Group’s fifth Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report and second integrated report. 
It covers the year ended 31st December 2010. In this report, we aim to provide a balanced account of our 
performance on the socioeconomic, ethical and environmental issues which are the most relevant to Belgacom 
Group and its stakeholders. Further information on our business and financial performance, corporate 
governance, regulatory issues and directors’ remuneration is provided in our Annual Report.
A summary version of our CSR report is included in our Annual Report.

Scope and data
The scope of this Report includes CSR 
data and activities from all operating 
companies managed by Belgacom in 
2010, unless otherwise stated. For the 
first time, we have included figures from 
our international subsidiaries in our key 
quantitative figures and the scope of our 
CSR reporting is thus aligned with the 
scope of our Annual Report.

Compliance with Global 
Reporting Initiative guidelines
We base our approach to CSR manage
ment and reporting on the principles of 
the Global Reporting Initiative third Gene
ration (GRI:G3), hereunder some princi
ples; others can be found in the glossary:

Materiality: There is no natural basis for 
comparing the significance of one issue 
with another. Nevertheless it is impor
tant to be able to prioritise effort and 
resources. To make these judgements, 
we assess the extensive list of issues for 
significance in three areas: the level of 
concern and interest among stakehold
ers most affected by our operations, our 
impact on society and the environment, 
the financial and reputation impacts on 
our business.

Stakeholder Inclusiveness: The selec
tion of content for this report draws upon 
the outcomes of stakeholder engage
ment processes. We use the knowledge 
gained from stakeholder engagement to 
explore possible actions and solutions. 
Where possible, we make an appropriate 
commitment and publish it in this report. 
On occasion, we will not agree with a 
criticism or not be able to respond with a 

solution. In this situation, we explain our 
view clearly and publicly. 

Completeness: We assess the coverage 
of the material topics and indicators in 
our CSR report together with our stake
holders. This continuous stakeholders 
engagement process helps us under
stand the issues of concern to our stake
holders.

Sustainability Context: The report pre
sents the organization’s performance in 
the wider context of sustainability. This 
context is defined by a benchmark analy
sis and a press review.

We assess our application of the GRI 
reporting framework to be at level B+, 
which has been confirmed by Ernst & 
Young’s external assurance. An index of 
conformance with the GRI guidelines can 
be found in pages 3536.

Independent Assurance
Our progress against targets and other 
aspects of our CSR performance is sub
ject to independent external assurance 
by Ernst & Young in accordance with 
the International Standard for Assurance 
Engagements 3000 (ISAE 3000). For 
the first time since we started reporting, 
Ernst & Young’s assurance statement 
(see p. 33) not only provides assurance 
on qualitative information, but also on a 
selection of key quantitative data identi
fied by a √ in the ‘Key Figures’ table (see 
p. 30). The statement does not provide 
assurance on the references to external 
web links in this report.

CSR Europe also provided an indepen
dent review of our report on page 34.
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Disclaimer
This report has been drawn up for the 
purpose of informing our stakeholders on 
the Belgacom Group’s performance and 
commitment with respect to CSR. Noth
ing in this document is intended to extend 
or amend the Belgacom Group’s existing 
obligations to its customers, employees, 
suppliers, shareholders and investors or 
other stakeholders. The Belgacom Group 
is not responsible for the reasonable

ness, accuracy or completeness of the 
information available on these Web sites, 
nor does their mention in this report con
stitute tacit approval or endorsement by 
the Belgacom Group of such sites or the 
products or the services offered therein. 
The Belgacom Group accepts no liability 
with regard to any such information that 
has been or will be provided by external 
parties via their Web sites.

We welcome your feedback on our CSR 
engagement and your views on this report. 
Please contact:

•  Mrs Concetta Fagard,  
VP Group Reputation, CSR, Sponsoring 
and Events 

•  Mr. Loïc van Cutsem,  
Group CSR Manager

• E-mail: csr@belgacom.be
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Our CSR Strategy
At Belgacom, we recognize the need for a responsible and transparent way of managing our business, in relation 
with all our stakeholders. Our future success will rely on making a positive impact on economic, technological and 
social progress through our activities and on winning the trust of our interest groups. CSR is therefore considered 
as a strategic management tool and as a key component of our corporate mission and strategy. 

Becoming a leading CSR 
company
Our ambition is to be recognized as a 
leading responsible company in Belgium 
by 2012 and we believe we are on the 
right track. Our CSR actions and com
munication have paid off and we gained 
external recognition for our CSR efforts. 
We have been included in the Ethibel 
Excellence Investment Register and we 
ranked in the Top 3 at the Awards for 
Best Belgian CSR Report. Recognition 
outside has been matched by recogni
tion inside Belgacom. CSR is now fully 
absorbed into the culture of Belgacom 
and business units spontaneously take it 
into account because it has paybacks for 
us as a commercial enterprise.

We are already recognized as sector
leader in Belgium in defining a global CSR 
strategy and integrating it rapidly in our 
operations. But we know it is not enough 
and we still need to improve on a number 
of our commitments, such as customer 
service and the integration of CSR in our 
supply chain. The commitment of our 
senior management and board is crucial 
to this, along with the feedback of our 
stakeholders.

Making a positive impact
Our CSR strategy aims to promote a 
more accessible and safe digital society  
and to enable sustainable growth, based 
on six commitments.

From the very beginning, we have 
decided to focus on three main com
mitments rooted in our core business 
and primarily dedicated to our custom
ers: Enhancing Access to Communica
tions, Enabling a LowCarbon/Greener  
Society, Communicating on electroma
gnetic fields and health.

Those key priorities towards our custom
ers are supported by our commitments 
towards three other major stakeholders: 
our employees, our suppliers and the 
communities in which we operate.

“I am convinced that our future business success 
relies on creating value for all our stakeholders, 
in a transparent and responsible way. Corporate 
Social Responsibility is a key enabler in this 
respect. As a matter of fact, CSR was one of 
our main focus areas in 2010, next to Customer 
Centricity and Innovation. During 2010, Belgacom 
progressed with its CSR strategy, and we are well 
on track to reach our target of becoming a leading 
socially responsible company in Belgium by 2012. 
Our efforts gained external recognition, confirming 
the relevance of the CSR strategy and governance 
set up four years ago.

I aim to further embed CSR and sustainability in 
our customer offering and marketing in order to 
enable a more accessible and safe digital society 
on the one hand, and to help our customers 
reduce their environmental footprint on the other 
hand.”

 See our CEO’s interview  
in our activities report (p.04)

We gained external recognition /// 
• Inclusion in the Ethibel Excellence Investment Register
• Top-3 ranking at the Awards for Best Belgian CSR report

Didier Bellens
President & CEO
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Value for society Value for Belgacom

Enhancing access to communications •  More people able to enrich their personal and 
professional lives via modern technology

• Protection of children online

•  Increase of our market share
•  Reduction of commercial and reputational 

risks related to online privacy and security

Enabling a low-carbon society •  Enhanced resource conservation  
and energy/CO2 efficiency

•  Cost savings
•   Mitigation of business risks (introduction  

of a CO2 tax for example)
•  Enhanced business opportunities  

via green IT solutions

Communicating on electromagnetic  
fields and health

•  Wellinformed customers with responsible 
behaviours.

•  Mitigation of health risks on our business 
and reputation

•  Enhanced stakeholder trust and 
reputation

Promoting a positive  
working culture

•  Improved worklife balance  
for our employees

•  Economic contribution: EUR 1,107 million

•  Improved attraction and retention  
of our workforce

•  Reduced absence and illness costs

Developing a responsible supply chain •  Improved social, environmental and ethical 
standards of our suppliers

•  Economic contribution: EUR 1,430 million

•  Mitigation of risks on our business and 
reputation 

•  Enhanced relationships with our suppliers

Supporting our communities •  Improved standards of living  
in the communities we operate in

•  Economic contribution: EUR 1.7 million

•  Enhanced stakeholder trust and 
reputation

environment

employees

suppliers

communities

health
access

CSR strategy

CSR 
commitments

Cul
tu

re

G
overnance

Business ethics

Supporting Commitments

Key
 C

ommitments towards our customers

CSR delivers shared value for society and for Belgacom

Concetta Fagard, Vice President Group CSR, Sponsoring, PR, Events & Reputation /// 
“I am proud to look back at the CSR progress made in 2010. Thanks to the involvement of all our business 
units, we were able to realize our CSR commitments and gained external recognition. I look forward to 
continuing our progress in 2011.”

Our corporate mission
As a responsible company, Belgacom 
wants to be the preferred provider 
of intuitive endtoend solutions 
combining fixed and mobile telecom, 
IT and media, thereby empowering 
its customers to master and enrich 
their professional and private lives in 
a sustainable way.
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Our performance  
in 2010

We organized three multistakeholder 
panels to gather feedback on each of 

our key CSR commitments. 

We continued to help reduce the digital 
divide by improving our customer service. 

We provided tailored offers for elderly 
and disadvantaged people, donated 766 
PCs to schools and NGOs and gave ICT 

training to 7,424 people. 

We invested EUR 1.7 million  
to help the communities  

we operate in, supporting over 
100 local social initiatives

Enhancing access to 
communications

Stakeholder 
engagement

Supporting our 
communities

We further encouraged 
responsible use of our 
products, by distributing 
a brochure on electroma
gnetic fields in our shops 
and publishing advice on 
our websites.

Communicating on electro-
magnetic fields and health

We started gaining external 
recognition for our CSR 
efforts: inclusion in the Ethibel 
Excellence Investment Register 
and Top3 ranking at the Award 
for Best Belgian CSR Report.

We reduced our CO2 emissions by 
3% vs 2009, reaching 56% vs our 

2007 baseline (we aim to reduce 
by 70% over the period 2007

2020). We enhanced communica
tion on our green IT solutions and 

recycled 48% more mobile phones 
compared to 2009.

External recognition

Enabling a low-
carbon society

Responsible 
supply chain

We conducted a detailed 
assessment of the CSR 
performance of our 
suppliers, representing 36% 
of our procurement spend.

© Guy STEEN / ASBL  
MEMORIAL VAN DAMME

Positive working 
culture

We maintained 
our Top Employer 
Label, improved our 
employee satisfaction 
rate, and reduced 
our occupational 
accident rate.

We increased the inte
gration of our interna

tional subsidiaries in our 
Group CSR strategy and 

included them in our 
key CSR quantitative 

indicators.

International 
integration
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The level of maturity for each of our CSR priorities has been assessed internally, based on our objectives, benchmarking of our peers, and our 
stakeholders’ feedback. A detailed overview of our 2010 achievements and 2011 commitments is available on pages 3132.

Our priorities Level of maturity Key achievement in 2010
CSR 
management

Stakeholder engagement •  Mapping of stakeholders and dialog via three multistakeholder panels

Embedding CSR •  Enhanced integration of international subsidiaries in CSR strategy and reporting
• New Groupwide Code of Conduct “the way we do responsible business”

Transparent reporting and 
external recognition

•  Inclusion in Ethibel Excellence investment register
•  Top3 at Best Belgian CSR report Award

Access Customer satisfaction and 
service

•  Customer service was our key strategic priority in 2010  
(12% less complaints than in 2009) 

Simple offers, clear pricing •  Simplified our product range and launched new lowcost offers 

Customer privacy, online 
safety, and responsible 
product use

•  Pedagogic file on online safety distributed in all Belgian secondary schools
•  Published advice for responsible use on our websites

Products for elderly and 
disadvantaged

•  Defined a strategy to improve our offering for elderly in consultation with our stakeholders
•  Nearly doubled our sales of devices for elderly people
•  Enabled 263 ill children to remain in contact with their schools via videoconference (43% 

increase vs last year)
Enhancing ICT skills • 174,256 hours of ICT training given (+ 12% increase vs last year)

•  766 PC’s donated to schools and associations

Environment Lowering our CO2 emissions •  Reduced our CO2 by 3% vs 2009 (and by 56% vs 2007 baseline)

Energy efficiency •  Saved 11.7 GWh via energy efficiency initiatives (EUR 1.2 million)

Greener transport •  Bronze Green Fleet Award
•  631 drivers trained on ecodriving

Waste management •  Reduced waste by 6% vs 2009 and improved recycling rate to 70%

Green IT solutions •  Increased communication on our Green IT solutions

Green products •  Signed EU Codes of Conduct for energy efficient datacenters, broadband,  
and digital TV decoders.

•  Stopped repacking 30% of our mobile devices with Belgacom packaging
Mobile phone recycling •  Collected and recycled 48% more old mobile phones than last year

EMF & Health Transparent communication 
on electromagnetic fields 
(EMF)

•  Communicated the exposure level of all our wireless devices
•  Distributed the brochures published by the Federal Health Authorities in our shops and 

published tips and tricks to reduce exposure to EMF on our websites
•  Postponed our elearning tool to 2011 due to delays in the definition of a full EMF legal 

framework for networks
Network compliance •  Initiated the network retrofit process in order to comply with the new legal framework

Monitor scientific research •  Updated our review of scientific research

Employees Social dialog •  Finalized the integration of affiliates (organizational structure, harmonized remuneration 
policies, standardized job families)

Diversity •  Reviewed our HR diversity strategy and decided to increase focus on ageing, next to 
gender and disability

•  30% of women in total workforce (constant vs previous year)
Safety and health •  Reduced rate of occupational accidents

Training and development •  Increased learning penetration

Employee engagement •  Improved employee satisfaction
•  87% of employees satisfied or very satisfied with our CSR policy

Suppliers Raise CSR standards of our 
suppliers

•  Assessed the CSR performance of our strategic suppliers, representing 36% of our 
procurement spend (above target)

•  Followed up 2 suppliers with insufficient CSR performance
Integrate CSR in sourcing 
criteria

•  Defined a process to include a 5% weighting of CSR criteria in our projects and sourcing

Communities Donate money and time to 
good causes

•  Donated EUR 1.7 million as well as time and equipment to 101 social projects

Responsible sponsoring •  Launched Dreambox, which sponsored the equipment and web site of over 300 local 
sport clubs.

•  Weekly initiations to street basket for 1,000 youngsters
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How we manage CSR
CSR is now firmly embedded in our group activities, and our business units automatically and spontaneously 
take account of CSR in their decisionmaking. We have constructed a framework that ensures the world 
beyond Belgacom has its legitimate opportunity to influence our CSR approach and priorities.

Engaging with stakeholders to 
understand their expectations
Stakeholder feedback helps us to fine
tune our CSR strategy and build trust
based relationships.

We have a wide and diverse range of 
stakeholders: employees, unions, inves
tors, suppliers, customers, NGO’s,  
governments, regulators, local communi
ties, opinion leaders, etc.

Our interaction with these stakehold
ers is in part through this CSR report. 
But that is not enough. We also con
duct assiduous questionnaire exer
cises with financial and management 
analysts, with investors, suppliers, and 
customers, and with CSR organiza
tions. We frequently organize meetings 
with our stakeholders, and of course we 
have a constant open channel through  
csr@belgacom.be.

This year, we mapped our stakeholders 
and organized three multistakeholder 

panels, for each of our three key CSR 
commitments. The outcome of these 
panels is highlighted in the respective 
chapters and served as input for our 
2011 strategy. 

  See below our stakeholder 
engagement framework.

Focusing on relevant CSR 
stakes
We regularly challenge our CSR strategy 
as a way of ensuring that we address the 
CSR issues that are the most significant 
(or “material”) for our stakeholders and for 
our business. 
The choices arise from the results of a 
wide range of inquiries, including our 
dialog with internal and external stake
holders, the requirements of international 
bodies and national legislation, monitor
ing of societal trends, and benchmarking 
of our peers. This year, we also mapped 
our CSR stakes according to the new 
ISO26000 (guidance on social responsi
bility) in order to ensure that our approach 
was consistent with this new framework. 

Stakeholder engagement framework

CSR programs  
and targets per 
business unit

Stakeholder 
engagement

Transparent 
reporting on 

progress

Materiality 
assessmentCSR 

Our approach to CSR

Step 1: Identification of 
influential stakeholders 

Based on:
 1. Power
 2. Legitimacy
 3. Urgency

Step 2: Mapping of influential stakeholders

Based on:
 1. Organizational commitment
 2. CSR Commitment

Commitment to 
Belgacom

Commitment to CSR

 Allied Committed

 Passive Militant

Step 3: Stakeholders dialog channel

Engage via multi
stakeholder panels

Inform them Engage via 
individual 
discussions

 Allied Committed

 Passive Militant

This year, we mapped our stakeholders and organized three multi-stakeholder panels, for each of our three key CSR commitments. We built our stakeholder 
management framework in collaboration with the CSR research team of the Louvain School of Management and we established a process based on three steps.
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This way we are confident that our CSR 
stra tegy focuses on the most relevant 
issues, and that our reporting mirrors 
those choices.

  See below our materiality matrix

Embedding CSR throughout the 
organization
Our mission, our corporate values 
(Respect, Can Do, Passion), our Cor
porate Governance Charter, our Code 
of Conduct “The way de do responsible 
business” and our compliance office and 
policies, underpin our approach to busi
ness and to corporate social responsibil
ity. These are the foundations to create 
and sustain a culture of responsible busi
ness management. 

  More information on corporate 
governance and our compliance office 
is available in our annual report and on 
our website.

Because we know CSR needs constant 
nurturing, even when it is established, we 
have created a framework to guarantee 

that it receives the attention it deserves 
and needs. We have developed an inter
nal governance and reporting structure 
that embeds CSR in everything we do. 
The framework is centred around two 
entities: the Group CSR department and 
the CSR Steering Committee, includ
ing VicePresidents from each business 
unit. These entities, headed by the Vice
President Group CSR, report directly to 
the CEO and the Belgacom Management 
Committee.

A CSR representative has been appointed 
in each business unit, to work closely 
with the Group CSR team in implement
ing CSR actions. Our key priorities are 
managed as a “corporate strategic pro
gram”, with monthly progress reports to 
our Belgacom Management Committee.

As a result, we were not only able to 
deliver on the CSR commitments we took 
on for 2010, but also to ensure that they 
were correctly overseen and monitored.

 Working with others 
In recognition of the need for a collective 
approach to our CSR challenges, we are active 
members of industry organizations and specific 
CSR associations including:

Our CSR organization

Board of  
Directors

CEO & Belgacom  
Management Committee

CSR Steering Committee 
VP CSR + VP’s from each 

business unit

CSR team

CSR ambassadors in each 
business unit

Coordination

Divisional  
execution

Strategic 
Programs 

– Access to 
Communications

– Low-Carbon/
Green

  – EMF & Health

3 Workgroups 
– Responsible 
supply Chain 

– Positive 
working culture 

– Community  
Support

Materiality matrix

Low Medium High
Current or potential impact for Belgacom
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w
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Waste 
management

Employment 
issues

Customer 
satisfaction

Ensure ICT 
education

Responsible 
purchasing

Employee 
volunteering

Corporate 
Governance and 

Compliance Privacy & safe 
use of products

Green customer 
solutions

Responsible 
marketing

Digital inclusion 
& accessibility

Responsible 
network 
deployment

Ewaste and 
handset recycling

Community 
investment

Fair 
competition

Electromagnetic 
fields & health

Energy & CO2 
efficiency

Biodiversity
Water
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Enhancing access  
to communications

Because telecommunications bring a wide range of benefits 
in our daily lives, we want to make our products and services 
accessible to as many people as possible, and offer maximum 
safety and ease of use. To achieve this, we focus on simplifying our 
offers and improving the customer experience and servicing. We 
contribute to reducing the digital divide by improving access for 
disadvantaged people and by providing ICT training. We care for 
our customers’ online safety and privacy by providing appropriate 
control mechanisms and advice.

 Key priorities 
•  Customer satisfaction  

and service
•  Simple offers, clear pricing
•  Customer privacy, online 

safety, and responsible 
product use

•  Products for elderly  
and disadvantaged

•  Enhancing ICT skills
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We said Status We have
we would simplify and 
harmonize our offers

•  simplified our product range into four 
categories

we would improve 
the overall customer 
experience and 
servicing 

•  defined “customer centricity” as company-
wide strategic priority, resulting in 12% less 
complaints vs last year 

we would continue to 
develop targeted offers 
for disadvantaged 
people

•  organized a stakeholder meeting to identify 
needs of disabled and elderly people and 
defined a strategy to improve our offering for 
these segments.

•  nearly doubled our sales of devices for elderly
•  enabled 263 youngsters with long-term 

sickness to continue following their school 
courses via videoconference (43% increase vs 
last year)

we would continue to 
promote and support 
programs aimed at 
reducing the digital 
divide

•  donated 766 PC’s to schools and associations
•  provided 174,256 hours of ICT training  

(12% increase vs last year) 
•  sold 10,000 Start2Surf packs, a low-cost offer

we would further 
promote a safe use of 
our technologies, via a 
dedicated website

•  distributed a pedagogic file on safer Internet, 
prepared by Child Focus, in all secondary 
schools in Belgium 

•  published advice for responsible use on our 
websites

Our strategy aiming at enhancing access 
to communications is managed as a 
corporate strategic program. As a con
sequence, our targets are monitored and 
reported to the Belgacom Management 
Committee on a monthly basis, and a 
crossfunctional team is responsible for 
the implementation of action plans.

We have ...
Simplified our offers and tariffs
We simplified our product range into four 
categories (Start, Comfort, Favorite and 
Intense) and improved the readability 
of our invoices. Our ebill also became 
more accessible and user friendly. We 
have standardised our activation fees, 
too, removing unnecessary complexity 
and confusion from our previous different 
rates. 

But we aim to accelerate the simplifi
cation of our offers, tariffs and internal 
processes, and have therefore defined  
“Simplicity” as a key strategic priority for 
2011.

Initiated our journey to 
improve customer service and 
satisfaction 
We recognize that we need to improve our 
overall customer service and satisfaction 
and have made “Customer centricity” our 
key strategic priority. A crossfunctional 
team has been set up and implemented 
numerous actions to improve the acces
sibility of our servicing channels and 
enhance our overall customer service: 
shorter waiting time, simplified access 
numbers, and larger opening hours for 
our call centers; increased flexibility of our 
technical intervention teams; SMSbased 
notification system to inform customers 
about the progress of their orders; new 
webbased customer service channels 
(Belgacom Community site and Eva, our 
online support assistant)

These actions started to pay off and the 
number of complaints fell by 12% vs 
2009. But we still have a long way to go, 
and ‘customer centricity’ will remain our 
key priority in 2011. 

  More information can be found  
in our Activities Report

-12%
customer complaints vs. 2009

A cross-functional team 
has been set up and 
implemented numerous 
actions to improve the 
accessibility of our servicing 
channels and improve our 
overall customer service.

Eva, our on-line support assistant

What our stakeholders expect from us /// We organized a panel with relevant stakeholders (politics, customers, supplier) and listened 
to their opinions on the accessibility of our products for seniors and disabled people. The main messages that will influence our future actions are: 
•  Telecoms can play a key role in helping seniors and disabled continuing to live autonomously. 
•  We already offer solutions that fit their needs, but our communication should be improved seeing the lack of awareness.
•  Many opportunities remain to enhance the accessibility of our products and services 
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Further promoted offers 
tailored to the needs of elderly 
and disadvantaged
We nearly doubled our sales of devices 
for elderly, addressing a segment where 
we are still the only operator proposing 
an adapted solution. These devices are 
simple and userfriendly, provide basic 
services, with a bright and easytoread 
screen, large keys, and a powerful loud
speaker. 

Belgium HF, is an innovative SMS
based telemonitoring project, that links 
general practitioners and cardiac patients 
discharged after hospital treatment and 
aims to reduce the number of patients 
who need to be readmitted (40% of heart 
failure patients have to be readmitted to 
hospital within six months of discharge). 
The first phase successfully ended in 
2010. Thanks to Belgacom’s connecti
vity solutions, a complete monitoring has 
been delivered and will be analysed by 
health specialists in 2011 (www.belgium
hf.be). 

Via our technologies, 263 children with 
long-term sickness were able to remain 
connected with their classroom, a 43% 
increase compared to last year. For chil
dren with chronic disease or a long ill
ness, Bednet (www.bednet.be) and Take 
Off (www.asbltakeoffvzw.be) create 
a virtual network allowing them to stay 
in contact with their teacher and class
mates, and to carry on with their stud
ies through distancelearning, to cut the 
risk of them falling behind or out of touch. 
Belgacom donates the internet connec
tivity between classrooms and homes or 
hospitals, in addition to financial support.

Continued to focus on bridging 
the digital divide
Belgacom has taken an active role in 
the federal government’s “Start2surf@
home” campaign, which aims to bridge 
the digital divide by giving an internet 
access to the widest public. In 2010, 
we sold 10,000 packs of the Belgacom 
offer, including a computer with internet 
access and a basic training for the new 
connected.

We donated 766 computers to 203 
schools and organizations providing ICT 
training to disadvantaged people across 
the country.
We further supported the development of 
ICT skills through our ICT training pro-
grams. Via our partnerships with several 
specialized organizations, we indirectly 
trained about 7,424 people in 2010, a 
10% increase vs previous year.

  More info on our partners can be 
found here: www.technobel.be,  
www.digidak.be, www.fij.be 

2008 2009 2010

Number of children with long-term 
sickness, kept in contact with their 
classroom via our technologies
300

200

100

0

We nearly 

doubled 
sales of our devices for elderly

Connecting the elderly /// Tango promoted the Maxcom 
mobile, a device designed for seniors, with a large screen, easy 
keyboard and an SOS function with 5 pre-registered numbers.

Fair competition /// We are in favour of fair competition, 
on quality of service and price, in the interest of our customers. 
More information can be found in the CEO interview and 
Regulatory chapters of our activities report.

2009 2010

Hours of ICT training provided
200.000
175.000
150.000
125.000
100.000

75.000
50.000
25.000

0

 Techno.bel
 Digidak  
 FIJ

+12%
hours of ICT training
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Promoted a safe use of our 
technologies, with a specific 
focus on children
In order to promote a responsible use of 
our technologies and protect our cus
tomers’ privacy, we offer technical solu
tions that provide high levels of security 
on all our products. Our management 
system for information security is certi
fied ISO27001, supported by our internal  
privacy policy. We have received no fines 
for privacy violations in the last three 
years.

Ensuring the safety of children is par
ticularly important for Belgacom and we 
partner with NGO Child Focus to raise 
awareness of children on secure use of 
our technologies. As signatories of the 
European Framework for Safer Mobile 
Use by Younger Teenagers and Children, 
we also endorsed the Belgian code of 
conduct for safer mobile use by younger 
teens and children. 

 We will ... 
•  Increase our customer satisfaction,  

via improved service and simplicity
•  Launch at least two new initiatives to 

bridge the digital divide in 2011
•  Provide a minimum of 170,000 hours 

of ICT training per year
•  Improve the accessibility of our web 

sites for people with disabilities
•  Develop responsible marketing and 

communication guidelines
•  Take at least two new initiatives to 

encourage a responsible use of our 
products in 2011

Think before you post /// We supported Child Focus in 
distributing a teaching pack on ‘safe Internet use’ to the teachers 
of all first years in Belgian secondary schools. 

Promoting a responsible use  
of our technologies
We developed a prevention website, with pedagogic 
advices and links to other useful websites; and 
on Belgacom’s commercial websites, specific 
information was provided on responsible usage for 
each of our product lines (technical security solutions 
offered by Belgacom, how to introduce a complaint,  
a link to the computer crime unit website). 
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Enabling a low-carbon 
society 

Combating climate change is not only a challenge for the world in 
the 21st century. It is also a strategic matter for ICT companies like 
Belgacom Group. Climate change represents potential risks for our 
operations, and at the same time it enables new business oppor
tunities. As the leading provider of telecommunication services in 
Belgium, we are committed to playing an important role in preserving 
the environment and moving towards a lowcarbon society. 

 Key priorities 
•  Reduce our CO2 emissions 

by 70% (2007-2020)
•  Help our customers lower 

their environmental impact
•  Involve and raise awareness 

of stakeholders on climate 
change

What our stakeholders expect from us /// We invited our stakeholders and listened to their opinions about our climate change strategy 
and progress. The main messages that have been included in our plans for 2011 were:
• They recognize and value our climate strategy and our related reduction targets on CO2 and energy
• They expect us to promote our green ICT solutions and to inform and help our customers to lower their costs and energy/CO2
• They expect us to further involve our employees

We said Status We have

we would lower CO2 
emissions by 70% over 
20072020 

•  reduced our CO2 by 3% vs 2009 and 56 %  
vs 2007

•  continued our intensive energy efficiency 
projects in our datacenters, mobile and fixed 
network resulting in 11.7 GWh savings in 2010 

we would review our list 
of company cars and 
ban cars > 170 gr CO2

 •  banned cars above 170g CO2/km in our new 
green fleet offer and lowered the average 
emission factor of new cars to 132g CO2/km, 
resulting in the ‘Fleet Owner of the Year’ and 
the bronze “Green Fleet” awards

we would launch a 
largescale ecodriving 
training program

•  initiated a multi-year ecodriving training 
program. In 2010, 631 drivers followed 
the course, resulting in less CO2 and fuel 
consumption and greater safety 

we would launch a 
mobile phone recycling 
campaign

•  collected 38,233 old mobile phones  
(48% increase vs 2009)

•  planted 15,000 trees in Niger via our “plant a 
tree” GSM recycling campaign

we would promote our 
green products and 
services 

•  increased communication on our green IT 
solutions

•  stopped repacking 30% of our mobile devices 
with Belgacom packaging

we would sign the EU 
Codes of Conduct on 
energy efficient digital 
TV and data centers

•  signed the EU Codes of Conduct on energy-
efficient data centers, broadband equipment 
and digital TV decoders



Promo
News Avril | 2010

Toutes les bonnes affaires de Belgacom & Proximus

Grand recyclage de printemps

Rapportez tous 

vos anciens GSM !

+ nous plantons 
un arbre 
pour vous

Cumulez 
vos  réductions !
- € 10 par GSM et par 
 tranche d’achat de € 49
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Target Deadline Status

Reduce our CO2 emissions  
(vs 2007)

70% 2020 On track (56%)

Certified renewable 
electricity

100% 2009 Done (100%)

Mobile network + 20% energy efficiency 
+ 25% energy efficiency

2012 
2020

On track (5%) 
On track

Datacenters Average PUE of 1.75 
+ 25% energy efficiency

2012
2020

On track 
(PUE=1.88)
On track

Fixed network + 25% energy efficiency 2020 On track

Transport Reach an average of 120 gr/km for CO2 
emissions in new companycar orders 

2012 On track 
(132g CO2/km)

Launch a major ecodriving training 
program

2010 Done

Encourage the use of lowcarbon 
transport

2020 On track

Office buildings Monitor and improve the energy 
efficiency of our buildings

2020 On track

Our key targets for energy/CO2 reduction

Our climate change strategy, supported 
by our environmental policy, is man
aged as a corporate strategic program. 
As a consequence, our climate tar
gets are monitored and reported to the  
Belgacom Management Committee on 
a monthly basis, and a crossfunctional 
team is responsible for the implementa
tion of action plans.

We have ...
1.  Reduce the environmental 

impact of our operations
Continued to reduce our CO2 
emissions
We reduced our CO2 emissions by 56% 
vs. our 2007 baseline (3% vs. 2009), 
and still aim for a 70% reduction of our 
CO2 emissions by 2020. We managed 
to reduce our electricity consumption by 
3%, despite increased traffic on our net
works. We also reduced the energy con
sumed in our offices by 4% and our total 
transport consumption by 6%.

Compared to last year, we raised our 
heating needs especially in our technical 
buildings by 7% due to the colder winter. 

For the first time, we also measured the 
CO2 emissions of our international opera
tions, resulting in an extra 8 kTon CO2 
(includes electricity, heating and fleet fuel). 

Remained the biggest buyer  
of certified renewable 
electricity in Belgium
All the electricity we consume in Belgium 
comes from certified renewable sources, 
and we remain the biggest buyer of green 
electricity in Belgium, with an amount of 
green electricity equivalent to the annual 

Telindus Luxembourg /// 
Received Cisco’s Green Partner 
of the Year Award for the BeLux 
market. 

Telindus Netherlands /// 
Launched a voluntary homework 
policy for approximately 40% of 
their workforce.

GSM recycling /// We planted a tree in 
Niger for each old mobile phone we collected 
during our Spring recycling campaign, 
resulting in a forest of 15,000 trees.

consumption of 140,000 households. 
Renewable electricity comes from our 
own production through solar pan
els, and via purchasing agreements for 
hydroelectric generation.

Saved EUR 1,2 million, thanks to 
our energy-efficiency initiatives
The main initiatives we took this year 
delivered total electricity savings of 11.7 
GWh, equivalent to EUR 1.17 million 
annual cost savings in our data centers, 
fixed and mobile network, and offices.

We started to replace our mobile net-
work with more energyefficient technol
ogy. This already resulted in more than 
5  GWh annual savings (EUR 0.5 mil
lion). Once replacement will cover all the 
remaining sites next year, we will reach a 
total of 20% energy efficiency savings by 
2012 and 25% in 2020.

We continued to replace airconditioning 
by fresh-air cooling in our fixed and 
mobile networks, reducings our need for 
cooling by up to 90%, and delivering 2.4 
GWh energy savings (EUR 0.2 million). 
The deactivation of obsolete telecom 
equipment resulted in 0.7 GWh savings. 

-56% CO2 vs. 2007

-2.5% energy vs. 2009

2007 2008 2009 2010
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* Transport includes the CO2 of our fleet vehicles, business travel, 
employee commuting, and outsourced transport
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Yearly energy savings from  
key 2010 actions

Target 2010 Realised 2010 

Server virtualization  0.78 GWh 1.59 GWh

Shutdown plan 1.22 GWh 0.70 GWh 

Free Air Cooling 2.36 GWh 2.42 GWh

Mobile network efficiency 1.78 GWh 5.05 GWh

Wake on LAN 1.69 GWh 1.93 GWh 

Total 7.82 GWh 11.69 GWh

We improved the energy efficiency of our 
data centers, by implementing closed 
cold corridors, free chilling (with dry cool
ers), and heat exchangers, in order to 
heat the building with the heat produced 
by the IT equipment in the data rooms. 
As a consequence, the consumption 
of heating gas in our offices next to our 
main data center dropped drastically. 
We also virtualised 461 servers, resulting 
in 1.6 GWh savings. These investments 
allowed us to sign up to the EU code of 
conduct for energy efficiency in data 
centers (the first company in Belgium to 
sign), committing ourselves to making 
public the PUE (Power Usage Effective
ness), the standard unit of measurement 
for green data centers, and to constant 
improvements. In 2010 we reduced our 
PUE (1.88) by 4% vs 2009 (1.96).

In our offices, we implemented the “Wake 
on LAN” project. Most of our desktop 
computers were turned on day and night, 
24/7. The goal of “Wake on LAN” is to 
turn the desktops off at 7 pm, outside 
normal business hours, but to make sure 
they’re automatically back up and run
ning (at 6 am) for when people arrive at 
the office. We ended up with a saving of 
1.9 GWh per year.

Lowered CO2 emissions from 
our transport by 6% compared 
to 2009
Compared to last year, we managed to 
reduce our total fleet consumption by 
3%, our employee commuting by 15%, 
our business travel by 17%, and out
sourced transport by 1%.

Measures that we took to reduce the 
environmental impact of our transport 
include:
•  Implementation of a green fleet policy 

for company cars limiting the maxi
mum CO2 emissions to 170 gCO2/km. 
By promoting green cars, we reduced 
our average emissions already with 
26 gCO/km compared to 2008, result
ing in an average of 132 gCO2/km. 

•  Organization of a major 4year eco 
driving program with 631 participants 
in 2010.

•  Optimization of our logistics distribu-
tion routing, resulting in 109,978 km 
saved.

•  Introduction of a CNG car (compressed 
natural gas), solar panels on large vans 
and the installation of charging stations 
for our first electrical cars arriving in 
2011

•  6% increase of the number of satellite 
workers on 24 sites

•  Under the umbrella of the new “mobi-
lity budget” concept (with voluntary 
personal limits on fuel or parking) about 
500 employees started to combine 
their company car and public transport 
for commuting. 

As a result of these innovative actions, we 
won the “Fleet owner of the year” award, 
the Bronze “Green Fleet” award and 
signed the Gold Fleet “cleaner car con
tracts” agreement with our major lease 
companies.

Belgacom Fleet CO2 emissions

68%37%

5%

  Very clean company cars 
(<145g CO2/km)
  Cars with an acceptable 
emission (145g-170g CO2/km)
  still “polluting” cars  
(>170g CO2/km)

In 2010, we signed up to the EU’s code of 
conduct for energy efficiency in data centers 
(the first company in Belgium to do so)
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Reduced waste by 6% against 
2009 (and 36% vs 2007), and 
increased our recycling rate  
to 70%
Our waste management approach follows 
the principles “reduce, reuse, recycle”, 
and includes office waste and waste 
related to our operations (paper, wood, 
metal, cables, batteries, electronic scrap, 
etc.). 

We have decreased our overall waste by 
6% against 2009, thanks to less deploy
ment works, consolidation of buildings, 
and more efficient waste management.
We have recycled/reused 70% of our 
waste, which is more than last year. 
This is partly driven by the fact that the 
acquirer has decreased the partition 
waste burned by 8.23% due to a better 
triage.

Our “investment recovery” department 
has obtained value from 898 tons of 
surplus equipment from our operations 
(such as cables, switching and transmis
sion equipments, ..).

Improved the sustainability  
of our catering services
We initiated a tendering process to 
replace the coffee in all coffee machines 
by fair trade coffee. We expanded the 
offer of vegetarian meals and participated 
at the Fair Trade@Work and Fair Trade 
week campaigns. Our catering manage
ment is actively gathering knowledge and 
best practices in sustainable catering 
services. 

2.  Help our customers reduce 
their carbon footprint

Our products and services contribute to 
ways of living and working that are more 
efficient in terms of CO2 emissions and 
energy consumption. In 2010 we took 
some important steps in this direction but 
we realize that more can  and has to – be 
done in the coming years. 
 
Further promoted our green 
solutions
We see growing interest and demand 
from our business customers and there
fore improved the communication on 
our energy efficient IT solutions, such as 
teleworking, videoconferencing, or data
center services. Our online calculators 
on www.belgacom.be/greenict can help 
our customers to calculate the impact of 
video conferencing and teleworking on 
their CO2 footprint.

Many physical products and services can 
be replaced by their virtual equivalents, 
enabling energy and carbon savings on 

raw materials, production processes, 
logistic flows, and endoflife disposal 
processes. Examples of such applica
tions include ebilling (480,000 residential 
customers by end 2010), mobile pay
ments via PingPing (replaces paper tick
ets and paper vouchers) and video on 
demand via Belgacom TV.

Endorsed the EU Codes of 
Conduct on energy efficiency 
for digital TV services and 
broadband equipment
By signing the EU Codes of Conduct on 
energy efficiency for digital TV services 
and broadband equipment, we commit 
ourselves to continuously reduce the 
energy consumption of our customer 
equipment. The strict energy consump
tion norms defined in the EU Code of 
Conduct serve as reference when we 
buy new broadband and digital TV equip
ment.

Collected and recycled 48% more 
mobile phones than last year and 
optimized product packaging
We managed to collect and recycle 38,233 
mobile phones in our point of sales this year 
(48% more than in 2009) and supported 
initiatives encouraging customers to return 
used handsets. We have stopped repack
ing 30% of our mobile devices with Belga
com packaging.

3.  Involve our stakeholders 
and raise public awareness 
on climate change

Disclosed our performance via 
the Carbon Disclosure Project
We disclosed our environmental perfor
mance to investors via the Carbon Dis
closure Project for the second time, and 
improved our score significantly up to 71 
(compared to 43 in 2008).

  www.cdproject.net

Raised awareness in Belgian 
schools via the Climate 
Education Program
We continued to support the Climate 
Education Program, to help raise aware
ness of future generations on climate 
change. 

  www.climate-education.be 

-6%
waste reduction vs. 2009

48%
more mobile phone’s collected 
for recycling

 We will ... 
•  Lower our CO2 emissions by 70% 

and improve the energy efficiency 
of our networks and datacenters by 
25% over the period 2007-2020

•  Launch at least two new initiatives 
to help our customers become more 
energy-efficient

•  Increase collection and recycling of 
old mobile devices

2007 2008 2009 2010

Waste (in tons)
16,000

12,000

8,000

4,000

0

  Operations 
waste
 Office waste

  Discover our  
green IT solutions on  
www.belgacom.be/greenict
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Communicating on  
electromagnetic fields 
and health

While the rapid growth of wireless technologies has brought 
personal, social and commercial advantages, some 
anxieties still remain about the potential effect on health of 
the electromagnetic fields (EMF). We have taken on board 
these concerns by closely following scientific research in 
this domain, applying a responsible network deployment, 
and by informing our stakeholders in a transparent way.

 Key priorities 
•  Transparent communication on 

exposure levels
•  Network and devices compliance
•  Monitoring scientific research

What our stakeholders expect from us /// We invited our stakeholders and listened to their opinions on our actions 
in network deployment and in communication on exposure levels to electromagnetic sources. The panel confirmed that:
• It is not the role of Belgacom to take a position on science
• Belgacom was taking the appropriate actions by relaying the information coming from the health authorities.
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We said Status We have
we would launch an 
elearning tool on EMF 
for internal & external 
stakeholders

•  postponed our elearning tool to 2011 due 
to delays in the definition of a full EMF legal 
framework for networks

we would continue 
communication on EMF 

•  distributed the brochures “Mobiele telefoon en 
gezondheid”/ “Téléphones mobiles et santé” 
published by the Federal Health Authorities 

•  published tips & tricks to reduce exposure to 
EMF on our websites

•  organized a stakeholder panel discussion on EMF

we would initiate the 
retrofit of our mobile 
network to comply with 
new legal obligations

•  submitted all technical files to the Walloon 
body that delivers compliance attestations

In order to manage the strategic risks 
and opportunities related to EMF and to 
ensure the delivery of our EMF and health 
priorities, this topic is included in our list 
of key corporate strategic programs. As 
a consequence, what we do in relation 
to EMF is monitored and reported to the 
Belgacom Management Committee on 
a monthly basis and a crossfunctional 
team is responsible for the implementa
tion of action plans.

We have ...
Enhanced the dialog with our 
stakeholders
We enhanced the dialog with our stake
holders (academics, NGO, politics), 
including through a stakeholder panel 
discussion to assess our actions in net
work deployment and in communication 
on exposure levels to electromagnetic 
sources. The panel confirmed that it is 
not the role of Belgacom to take a posi
tion on science, and that we were tak
ing the appropriate actions by relaying 
the information coming from the health 
authorities.

Increased communication 
towards our customers
We distribute the brochure “Téléphones 
mobiles et santé”/“Mobiele telefoon en 
gezondheid” published by the Belgian 
Federal Health Authorities in our points 
of sale. 

On our corporate and commercial web
sites, we published tips and tricks on 
how to reduce exposure to electromag
netic fields:
•  Keep the phone away from your body 

by using a handsfree device or by tex
ting or by accessing the internet.

•  Use the phone in areas with good 
reception

•  Limit the call duration
•  Choose a mobile device with a weaker 

SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) value.

Based on this advice, Belgacom is com
mitted to communicating on SAR lev
els of all its devices and to providing a 
handsfree kit with each mobile phone 
sold. Our Tango subsidiary also intro
duced SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) 
labelling of mobile phones.

We have delayed the launch of an 
elearning module on EMF to 2011 due 
to the lack of global legal framework in all 
regions of Belgium.

Continued to preserve the 
safety of our technicians
Belgacom employees working close to 
antennas are equipped with a personal 
EMF dosimeter. A warning signal is emit
ted in case of too high exposure.

Status on regional legal 
framework
In Flanders, the regional government 
adopted its own standard in November 
2010. A cumulative norm of 20.6 V/m for 
a 900 MHz frequency reference is fore
seen for all antennas emitting between 
10 MHz and 10 GHz. An additional limit 
is foreseen for mobile networks: each 
antenna may not exceed a level higher 
than 3 V/m for a 900 MHz frequency ref
erence.

In Wallonia, where a norm of 3 V/m per 
antenna was adopted in 2009, an envi
ronmental declaration has to be provided 
to the town hall for each base station. 
This declaration has to contain an attes

We distribute the 
brochure published 
by the Federal Health 
Authorities in our shops

67%
of the Belgian respondents are satisfied 
with the quality of the information on 
EMF according to a recent public opinion 
survey (EU Eurobarometer). The EU 
average is 58%. This puts Belgium in 
fourth place in the EU.
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tation that confirms the compliance of the 
base station with the norm. The declara
tions for existing sites had to be submit
ted by September 2010. All our technical 
files have been provided to the regional 
body that delivers compliance attesta
tions but they encountered some extra 
delay in the treatment of the files. This will 
be overcome by the beginning of 2011, 
allowing us to submit the outstanding 
declarations.

In the Brussels region, the authorities have 
imposed a norm of 3 V/m for a 900 MHz 
frequency reference, which is 200 times 
stricter than the international recommen
dation, and antennae are now subject to 
environmental planning permission. As 
the Brussels authorities validated a simu
lation tool to assess the compliance of 
base stations to the norm in September 
2010, we are now authorised to submit 
environmental permits for new base sta
tions. The retrofit of the existing network 
will start as from March 2011.

Key findings of latest scientific 
reviews
In May 2010, the International Agency 
for Research on Cancer (IARC) published 
the first combined findings of the Inter

phone study, a multinational casecon
trol study investigating the link between 
mobile phone use and cancer. The study 
concluded that overall no increase in 
risk of glioma or meningioma (tumours 
of the head) was observed with the use 
of mobile phones. While researchers 
reported that there were suggestions that 
there may be an increased risk of glioma 
at the highest exposure levels, they dis
cussed the limitations in the study that 
prevent a causal interpretation. IARC rec
ommends further investigation into long
term heavy use of mobile devices and 
into use by children. 

In consequence, the World Health Orga  
nization (WHO) reviewed its Fact sheet 
N°193 “Electromagnetic fields and public 
health: mobile phones”. They conclude 
that no shortterm health effects may 
be linked to mobile phone use. Regard
ing longterm effects, they state : “While 
an increased risk of brain tumours is not 
established from INTERPHONE data, the 
increasing use of mobile phones and the 
lack of data for mobile phone use over 
time periods longer than 15 years warrant 
further research of mobile phone use and 
brain cancer risk.
In particular, with the recent popular
ity of mobile phone use among younger 
people, and therefore a potentially longer 
lifetime of exposure, WHO has promoted 
further research on this group. Several 
studies investigating potential health 
effects in children and adolescents are 
underway.”

  More information is available on 
www.belgacom.com

 We will ... 
•  Launch the EMF e-learning tool  

and take at least another initiative  
to inform our customers

•  Launch the retrofit of the mobile 
network in the Brussels and Flemish 
regions as legally required

We provide information on 
exposure levels to electromagnetic 
fields for all our wireless devices.
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Promoting a positive 
working culture
We aim to promote a fair, diverse and safe work environment and culture. 
The success of the Belgacom Group is founded on competencies, in
volvement, and on the adaptability of the staff to all changes we are 
confronted with. We believe in the professional development of our em
ployees, we work towards equal opportunities and we promote work life 
balance through many initiatives. Through all our policies and initiatives, 
we respect the Belgian law on human rights (16 March 1971, law on labor) 
and we define all priorities through a continuous social dialog, guaranteed 
by the law from 1991 on public enterprises.

 Key priorities 
•  Social Dialog
•  Diversity and non 

discrimination
• Safety and health
•  Career management 

and training

External recognition /// Two new awards – In 2010, we featured on the “Most Wanted Companies” list of Vlerick-References 
& Vacature, and won the “Top Employer” award granted by the CRF Institute. This confirms that Belgacom’s HR policies and practices 
are maintaining the Group as a leader among attractive firms, and that we are well-known for our investments in our staff, as well as our 
extensive training program. 

2010
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We have ...
Finalized the integration  
of our affiliates
After intensive negotiations with unions, 
we succeeded in setting up the new 
organizational structure for the Belgacom 
Group. We worked hard on harmoniza
tion in the areas of compensation and 
benefits, performance management, and 
creation of clear job descriptions, build
ing strong foundations for the future of 
the company and its people.

Designed a new human 
resources organization, with 
a stronger focus on career 
management and employee 
engagement.
To better answer our employees’ needs, 
a new HR structure has been set up. A 
team of Career Consultants will focus on 
helping our people with their career man
agement needs and actions. Specific 
actions are also being taken to improve 
career development: a leadership pro
gram, a coaching program, improved 
career management. 

The results of the employee engagement 
survey (ELIx) show some good progress. 
While employee satisfaction is at 88%, 

both commitment to the job as com
mitment to the company increased with 
respectively 1 and 3 points.

The survey also confirmed that 87% of 
employees are satisfied or very satisfied 
with our CSR policy.

We promoted our new 
corporate culture, based on 
our corporate values and on 
stimulating diversity
We sent our new code of conduct, 
called ‘the way we do responsible busi
ness’, to all our employees at their home 
addresses, and published it on our 
intranet. This new code is based on the 
Group Corporate values defined in 2009: 
Respect, Can Do, Passion.

We reviewed the governance and the 
objectives of our diversity program, in 
order to further integrate our diversity pol
icy in our business units and processes. 
Our key priorities remain gender balance, 
responding to the needs of the mature 
workforce, disability and culture. Project 
teams have been allocated to each topic 
and concrete action plans have been 
developed for 2011. 
For instance, we developed a handbook 
to facilitate recruitment and integration 

Telindus UK /// Obtained Investors 
in People Silver Award, a recognition for 
its leading social practices.

Telindus France /// Launched “Mission Handicap”, 
an ambitious program aiming to integrate and encourage 
the employability of disabled professionals.

We said Status We have
we would continue building 
our new customersegmented 
organization with a deeper 
integration of all affiliates

•  finalized the integration of our affiliates 
(organizational structure, harmonized 
remuneration policies, standardized job 
families)

we would communicate on 
our new code of conduct 
throughout the organization

•  sent the new code of conduct at home to 
all employees and published the code on 
our intranet

we would develop practical 
tools for 45+ career 
management and edit 
a handbook to facilitate 
recruitment of disabled people

•  reviewed our HR diversity strategy and 
decided to increase focus on ageing, 
alongside gender, disability, and culture;

•  drafted the handbook for recruitment of 
disabled, but postponed distribution to 
2011 

we would continue 
implementing commitments 
included in the "Road safety" 
charter and in our Safety and 
Health prevention plan

•  increased awareness on road safety via 
dedicated trainings (correct application 
of road signs safety)

we would develop new training 
modules aimed at improving 
our customer service and 
centricity, and start promoting 
employee volunteering

•  focused our training on employees 
holding customer-centric functions;

•  started a project for volunteering of 
competencies

Age pyramid

19%
3%

10%

14%

13%

13%

6%

22%
  <25Y
  25Y-29Y
  30Y-34Y
  35Y-39Y
  40Y-44Y
  45Y-49Y
  50Y-54Y
  >55Y

% of women

 Total women at Belgacom  
 Women in middle management
 Women in senior management  
 Women in Top management

29.7 29.3

20.8
17.6

Our new business principles have been 
communicated to all employees.

87%
of employees are satisfied or very 
satisfied with our CSR policy
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467
employees made an internal move 
and we recruited 558 new people*

of people with disabilities, that will be 
distributed in 2011. We also continued 
our partnership with Wheelit to facilitate 
employability of disabled candidates. 

Preserved the safety and health 
of our employees
Workrelated stress is an issue of grow
ing concern in developing countries as a 
consequence of the strains of the mod
ern world. At Belgacom we want to raise 
awareness at an early stage, and we 
have developed a global policy to prevent 
psychosocial problems at work, including 
all aspects of stress, bullying, sexual har
assment and acts of violence. Advice and 
contact names to support employees 
who suffer from stress are available on 
the Group intranet. In November 2010, 
we also launched our stress selfassess
ment tool for all Group employees (the 
tool was launched in 2009 for Belgacom 
SA employees). The tool is intended to 
enable them to measure their stress level 
and determine the factors that cause and 
maintain stress, and thus help them, with 
their managers, to solve the issue. 1,691 
persons used the tool in 2010. Detailed 
analysis will start in February 2011.

Belgacom also offers social assistance to 
its employees via the Social Unit (SUN). 
The Social Consultants give personalized 
guidance in a changing environment, 
counsel, mediate or refer the employee 
to a specialist in case of stress, conflicts, 
alcohol abuse or aggression. 

Our work related accident rate decreased 
from 9.6 in 2009 to 8.8 this year for all 
Belgian affiliates. A positive result, due to 
high awareness in health and safety mat
ters. 

Developed new training 
approaches related to our 
customer centricity strategy
In addition to the wide range of training 
options we offer to all our employees, we 
developed several training academies 
linked to our strategic priority “Customer 
centricity” (especially for callcenters, 
shops and technicians), as well as a 
Sales Academy to boost ICT and “con
vergence” skills of our sales forces. Com
pared to last year, the learning penetra
tion increased while the average number 
of training hours per employee decreased 
slightly.

Launched an employee 
volunteering project
In collaboration with asbl Toolbox, we 
offer the opportunity to some employ
ees to coach nonprofit organizations 
on specific issues related to their field of 
competencies. It enables our employees 
to develop their skills in a new environ
ment, while nonprofit organizations 
benefit from free consulting.This is a pilot 
project, currently involving 8 employees, 
which will be extended if results are posi
tive. Other similar initiatives are foreseen 
in 2011. 

 We will ... 
•  Ensure each business unit has its own 

skills plan by 2012
•  Stimulate career management also 

for mid- and late-career employees 
(2011-2014) 

•  Improve employee satisfaction each 
year and by 5 percent in 2015 vs 2010 

Juliette Agro, a Belgacom employee who advises the non-profit association Gymsana in the implementation of their 
strategic and operational plan /// “I didn’t hesitate when they told me about the project, which is marked by the exchange of knowledge and experience 
and the richness that results when two different but co-existing worlds (the corporate and non-profit) come together. Belgacom contributes its expertise and 
support but we also get something back: we learn to look at things differently, and to put our skills at the service of other types of businesses and environments. 
From both a professional and personal point of view, this will be a rich experience in terms of learning, sharing, new discoveries and human contacts.”

2008 2009 2010

% of employees having followed  
at least 1 training*

81%

83%
85%

Less work-related accidents in 2010*
* valid for Belgacom SA
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Developing  
a responsible  
supply chain

 Key priorities 
•  Raise CSR standards of 

our suppliers
•  Include CSR as sourcing 

and selection criteria

Our approach is to raise social and environmental standards throughout our supply chain 
by working with our direct suppliers to improve their CSR performance and their own 
supply chain management, while improving our own efficiency. Embedding our CSR 
standards in our procurement practices helps us to protect our reputation and makes a 
real difference to the communities where our suppliers operate.
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We said Status We have
we would evaluate 
CSR performance, 
representing 30% of 
procurement spend

•  assessed the CSR performance of our 
strategic suppliers, representing 36% of our 
procurement spend (above our target)

we would followup 
within 6 months if low 
performance

•  followed-up 2 suppliers with insufficient CSR 
performance through an improvement plan

we would include 
CSR as a criterion in 
sourcing and selection 
projects 

•  defined a process to include a 5% weighting 
of CSR criteria in our projects and sourcing

we would include CSR 
in our strategic reviews 
with key suppliers 

•  included a CSR topic in our strategic review 
meetings with suppliers 

Our Group procurement policy includes 
our Corporate Social Responsibility 
approach and our Code of Ethical Pur
chasing, which sets out our expectations 
towards suppliers and is a mandatory 
component of our procurement con
tracts.

  More info:  
www.belgacom-suppliers.be 

However, transforming a supply chain 
into a full CSR compliant endtoend 
organization is a challenging journey. 
There is still some work to do to make all 
our contracts CSR compliant.

We have
Assessed and improved the 
CSR performance of our 
strategic suppliers
We evaluated the CSR performance by 
inviting all our strategic suppliers to par
ticipate in a survey. The suppliers who 
answered represented 36% of the total 
spend of Belgacom over 2010. Our 
evaluation process is based on the GeSI 
industry standard and tools (ETasc) help
ing to avoid redundancy for our suppliers 
and other buyer companies. 
 

Two suppliers had an insufficient CSR 
performance in 2009. Within a period of 
6 months, we followed up these suppliers 
in order to raise their standards. A third 
supplier has been voluntarily selected for 
follow up.

Included CSR as a selection 
criterion
In 2010, we defined a process to include 
a 5% weighting of CSR criteria in our 
projects and sourcing. Our decision to 
embed CSR criteria has been material
ized into instructions, tools and trainings 
towards our buyers. 

Further integrated CSR in our 
logistics
In our logistics department, we confirmed 
our CSR engagement by signing a long 
term agreement for a new green ware
house also hosting sheltered workplaces 
for the execution of some key logistics 
activities. A CSR training was given to our 
logistics managers. 

Raising CSR standards throughout our supply chain /// In our specific business sector – business gifts and 
gadgets – it is challenging to find the right balance between social, environmental and economic interests. In collaboration with 
Belgacom, we have deliberately chosen to integrate sustainability in our operations. This exercise requires efforts across our 
whole supply chain, impacting also our own suppliers. Stephane Smidt, Managing Director Smidt-Imex

 We will ... 
•  Extend CSR risk assessment for 

all suppliers with a spend above 
EUR 125,000 

•  Evaluate the CSR performance of 
detected medium and high-risk 
suppliers and follow up with 10 more 
high-risk suppliers

•  Integrate additional sustainability 
criteria in the sourcing plans and in 
our request for proposals for at least 5 
categories (of a total of 199 categories)

•  Continue to include CSR topics in 
strategic review meetings with key 
suppliers

Assessed the CSR performance of 
our strategic suppliers, representing 

36%
of our procurement spend
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Jean-Marc Daene, Belgacom employee having benefited from the “Petit Coup de Pouce” support /// 
“My association organizes river outings with our boat adapted to disabled people. With the help of the “Petit Coup de Pouce”, we could 
improve the accessibility of our boat for individuals with a visual disability. I hope that my example can generate other vocations in 
our nice company.”

Supporting  
our communities 
We aim to make a contribution to improving the quality of life of the 
communities we are part of. We focus on the issues directly linked to 
our CSR responsibilities: widening access to telecommunications to 
disadvantaged people, respecting children’s rights, creating, restoring 
and improving social links between communities and people, and by 
involving our own staff in their local communities.

A 100 m wheelers race dedicated to young 
Belgian athletes was organized during the 
Belgacom Youth Memorial Van Damme in 
collaboration with To Walk Again.

 Key priorities 
•  Donate money and 

time to good causes
•  Responsible 

sponsoring

© Guy STEEN / ASBL  
MEMORIAL VAN DAMME
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 We have ... 
Provided cash donations as 
well as time and equipment to 
101 charitable organizations
We continued to encourage social 
engagement by our staff through Le Petit 
Coup de Pouce/De Helpende Hand ini
tiative. This provides up to EUR 5,000 
to projects where our staff work as vol
unteers with people who are disadvan
taged, handicapped or sick. 61 projects 
were selected in 2010. 

  More info on  
www.lepetitcoupdepouce.be  
www.dehelpendehand.be 

The Proximus Foundation supported 
40  local charities working with young 
people in Belgium who are disadvan
taged by poverty, social exclusion, or 
handicap. Since the first project call in 
2003, the Proximus Foundation has 
supported up to 305 projects for a total 
amount of EUR 4 million.

  www.proximusfoundation.be 

We continued to support the Trans
Mission charity, which involves young 
people in social projects. As a partner of 
Responsible Young Drivers, we yet again 
donated the revenues from the first mil
lion text messages sent by our mobile 
clients on New Year’s Eve. We also con
tinued to support Child Focus. 

In addition, we hosted some charity sales 
in our headquarters building during the 
year, including Damiaanactie, la Ligue 
Belge de la Sclérose en Plaques, Les 
Enfants du Viêtnam, 11.11.11, Oxfam
Wereldwinkels, UNICEF.

Decided to launch a new 
Belgacom Foundation in 2011
In view of the integration of our Bel
gian subsidiaries, we have assessed 
our Groupwide charity approach. Our 
Management Committee approved the 
launch of the Belgacom Foundation as 
from 2011.

This new foundation will bring together 
current internal and external project calls 
and partnerships, and will widen its range 
of intervention to students’ associations. 
The new foundation will have the follow
ing mission: “The Belgacom Foundation 
supports sustainable and innovative ini
tiatives aiming at creating, restoring or 
improving social links between communi
ties and people.”

Supported the homeless people 
during winter
We supported the “plan froid” helping 
homeless people during winter. We made 
available a 0800 free number for home
less people to call the Samu Social, the 
Brussels social emergency service. We 
supported their fundraising by offering 
them media space for their TV spot. 

Donated 

EUR  
1.7 million 
as well as time and equipment  
to 101 social projects

Telindus Spain’s action for Caritas /// Telindus Spain supported Caritas 
International by organizing a fund raising among employees. For each euro collected, 
Telindus donated 5 EUR more in order to fund community kitchens. 

We said Status We have
we would assess our 
Groupwide charity/
Foundation strategy

•  reviewed our charity/Foundation strategy and 
will deploy it in 2011

•  donated EUR 1.7 million as well as time and 
equipment to 101 social projects

•  mobilized our employees in order to support 
the homeless people during winter

•  enabled donations via SMS in favour of 
victims of the earthquake in Haiti and of the 
flood in Pakistan

we would increase 
integration of CSR 
in our sponsoring 
activities and events

•  included a race for disabled athletes in the 
main program of the Belgacom Memorial Van 
Damme

• integrated G-football in Belgacom Dreambox

we would launch an 
initiative to sponsor the 
equipment and web site 
of local sport clubs.

•  launched the Dreambox initiative, sponsoring 
the equipment and web site of over 300 local 
sport clubs

Repartition of cash donations

44%

14%

12%

8%

6%

9%

7%   Youngsters
 Digital gap
  Projects of  
our employees
 Education
 Homeless
 Handicap 
 Others

1.1

1.5
1.7

2008 2009 2010

Cash donations (in EUR million)

Centre de Compétence
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We also mobilized our employees by 
organizing a blanket collection and by 
proposing that they can offer the amount 
of their endyear gift for meals for home
less people. More than 4,800 employees 
have participated in this action, resulting 
in 24,000 meals and 250 blankets for 
homeless people.

Supported SMS-based 
fundraising actions for victims 
of major natural disasters
In cooperation with the other Belgian 
operators, we made available a short 
number for SMS donations in favour of 
victims of the earthquake in Haiti and 
of the flood in Pakistan. More than EUR 
450,000 was collected. 

Further developed synergies 
with our Sponsoring 
department
We again made provision for disabled 
athletes during the Belgacom Memorial 
Van Damme. 
A 100 m wheelers race dedicated to 
young Belgian athletes was organized 
during the Belgacom Youth Memorial 
Van Damme in collaboration with To Walk 
Again. 
During the main programme, a 200 m 
race was organized with single below 
knee amputee top athletes selected by 
the Belgian Paralympic Committee.

We launched Belgacom Dreambox, 
aiming at supporting youngsters involved 
in tennis, football and basketball teams. 
Dreambox sponsors their shirts and gives 
them the possibility t  o develop a website 
for free.This concept has been extended 
to the Gfootball competition which 
focuses on boys and girls with a mild 
intellectual or motor disability. So far, over 
300 teams received a shirt sponsoring.

We participated in a SMS fundraising 
campaign organized by Pro League in 
collaboration with all mobile operators 
and Ring Ring. All the proceeds of the 
action went to SOS Villages d’enfants/
SOS Kinderdorpen.

As a partner of the Ghent Film Festival 
and UNICEF, we launched a campaign 
on the Belgacom TV platform in which 
the proceeds from the rental of a number 
of films from our ‘ondemand’ catalogue 
were donated to UNICEF.

We again supported “Music for Life”, 
the fundraising campaign of Studio Brus
sels that helps AIDSorphans. Thanks to 
Belgacom’s technical support, everyone 
was able to watch the sevendaylong 
radio marathon in its entirety on their 
smartphone or computer by surfing to 
the Studio Brussel website. We also 
developed a SMS fundraising campaign 
to support this action. At the end of the 
action, we were able to give a cheque of 
EUR 25,000.

Street Basket : an illustration of responsible sponsoring /// “The idea of launching Street Basket was born of a common desire among 
our club and Belgacom to play a more important social role in the sector of the youth assistance. Over time, it has become an unavoidable appointment 
for thousands of young people. Each week, initiation is given by a qualified coach and a professional player of our club. We wanted the event to be 
roaming to enable all children of the Province to have free access to the practice of basketball. In the end, it is a very nice success, and a really exciting 
project.” Luc Bockourt, President Belgacom Liège Basket

 We will ... 
•  Launch the new Belgacom 

Foundation
•  Support at least 100 projects
•  Offer access to sport or cultural 

events to disadvantaged 
youngsters in collaboration with 
our sponsoring department

We launched the Dreambox initiative, sponsoring 
the equipment and web site of over 300 local sport 
clubs (www.belgacomdreambox.be)

24,000 
meals donated to homeless  
people by our employees
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Key Figures
2008 2009 2010 2010

Belgian 
operations

Belgian 
operations

Belgian 
operations

Global 
operations

General Information Total revenue (Mio EUR) 5,9781 5,9901 6,6031 6,603
Net income (Mio EUR) 8001 9041 1,2661 1,266
Total number of employees (Full Time Equivalent) √ 17,3711 16,8041 16,3081 16,308

Enhancing access to 
communications

Mobile network coverage – 2G 99.98%  99.98% 99.98% 99.94%
Mobile network coverage – 3G 90.20%  96.70% 97.11% 97.02%
Number of Base stations Mobile network 4,097 4,243 4,313 4,580
Mobile network: Landlord relationships index2 90.14 84.20 / /
Mobile network: Landlord satisfaction rate2 / / 93.50% /
Fast Internet coverage 99.70%  99.70% 99.70% /
Digital TV coverage 86.60% 87.20% 89.00% /
Hours of ICT training provided via our partners / 158,181 174,256 /
% increase in sales of devices for elderly/disabled  
(vs previous year)

/ 17% 92% 95%

Evolution number of customer complaints vs previous year / / -12% /

Enabling a low-carbon  
society

Electricity (Terajoules) 1,667 1,670 1,620 1,662
% renewable electricity 76% 100% 100% 97%
Heating gas (Terajoules) 170 151 156 157
Heating fuel (Terajoules) 101 97 110 110
Vehicle (fleet) fuel (Terajoules) 517 502 490 554
Yearly electricity savings (Terajoules) n/a 52 41 /
CO2 emissions (KTons)5 √ 108 81 79 87
CO2 emissions scope 1 – heating and fleet fuel (KTons) √ 56 53 53 58
CO2 emissions scope 2 – electricity (KTons) √ 23 0 0 4
CO2 emissions scope 3 (KTons)3 √ 29 28 25 25
Waste (Tons) 13,709 10,251 9,635 /
% waste reused/recycled 71% 66% 70% /
Mobile phones collected in our shops for reuse and recycling √ 26,742 25,877 38,233 /
Water ('000L) / 223,874 167,875 /

Communicating on health & EMF % of wireless devices with labeling of exposure levels / 100% 100% 100%

Promoting a positive working 
culture

Employee satisfaction with Belgacom as employer6 84%1 86%1 88%1 88%
% of employees having followed at least 1 training4 81% 83% 85% /
Average number of training hours per employee4 23 22 21 22
% of woman in total workforce √ 30% 30% 30% 29%
% of woman in middle management √ 31% 30% 29% 28%
% of woman in senior management √ 19% 21% 21% 19.5%
% of woman in top management √ 16% 17% 18% 16.4%
Occupational accidents rate (index) √ 9.7 9.6 8.8 /
Illness rate (including long-term illness) 6.5% 6.6% 6.7% 6.2%
Average age of employees (years) 44 44 45 44
Average career length (years) 17.6 18.5 19.3 /
Number of employees working part-time 3,463 4,124 4,662 4,789
Voluntary attrition rate √ 2.4% 2.0% 1.9% 2.2%
% of workforce represented in health and safety committees 100% 100% 100% 100%

Developing a responsible  
supply chain

% of suppliers based in Belgium / 87% 90% /
CSR supplier assessments, in % of total procurement spend / 12.5% 36% /
% of buyers trained in CSR 43% 100% 100% /
% of e-orders 83% 88% 87% /

Supporting our communities Funding amount in % of pretax profit 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% /
# of local non-profit organizations supported 99 105 101 /

√ Ernst&Young provided a limited external assurance on these indicators (for our Belgian operations in 2010)

1. Revenues, FTE, net income and employee satisfaction are related to our global operations
2. New calculation method as from 2010, due to changes in the questionnaire submitted to our landlords
3. Scope 3 includes employee commuting, outsourced transport and business travel for our Belgian operations
4. Restatement due to change of calculation method (based on headcount, and no longer FTE. Figures exclude some small operations in Belgium)
5. Sum of CO2 emissions scope 1, 2 and 3 equals total CO2 emissions, but difference is caused by rounding
6. Restatement due to change of calculation method
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We said Status We have We will

CSR Management We would continue the integration of our international subsidiaries in our Group CSR strategy and action plans •  Improved the CSR strategy and governance of our international subsidiaries, and included them  
in the scope of our quantitative figures

•  Continue to share best practices with our international subsidiaries

We would improve our stakeholder engagement approach •  Structured our approach and organized multistakeholder panels on our three key CSR priorities •  Organize a multistakeholder panel to gather feedback on our overall CSR strategy

We would help our business units to successfully deliver the Group CSR action plan •  Achieved our 2010 goals and gained external recognition (Ethibel Excellence Investment register,  
Top3 at “Best CSR report” Award)

•  Ensure that we remain included in Ethibel Investment Register

  Enhancing access  
to communications

We would simplify and harmonize our offers •  Simplified our product range into four categories •  Improve our customer satisfaction, via improved service and simplicity

We would improve the overall customer experience and servicing •  Defined “customer centricity” as companywide strategic priority, resulting in 12% less complaints vs. last year 

We would continue to develop targeted offers for disadvantaged people •  Organized a stakeholder meeting to identify needs of disabled and elderly people and defined a strategy to improve 
our offering for this segment.

•  nearly doubled our sales of devices for elderly
•  enabled 263 youngsters with longterm sickness to continue following their school courses via videoconference 

(43% increase vs last year)»

•  Launch at least two new initiatives to bridge the digital divide in 2011.
•  Provide a minimum of 170,000 hours of ICT training per year
•  Improve the accessibility of our web sites for people with disabilities

We would continue to promote and support programs aimed at reducing the digital divide •  Donated 766 PC’s to schools and associations
•  Provided 174,256 hours of ICT training (12% increase vs last year) 
•  Sold 10.000 Start2Surf packs, a lowcost offer»

We would further promote a safe use of our technologies, via a dedicated Website •  Distributed a pedagogic file on safer Internet, prepared by Child Focus, in all secundary schools in Belgium 
•  Published advice for responsible use on our websites»

•  Develop responsible marketing and communication guidelines
•  Take at least two new initiatives to encourage a responsible use of our products in 2011

  Enabling a low-carbon 
society

We would continue to reduce the CO2 emissions of our Belgian operations by 70% over the period 20072020 •  Reduced our CO2 by 3% vs 2009 and 56 % vs our 2007 baseline. Continued our intensive energy efficiency 
projects in our mobile network, datacenters and fixed network resulting in 11,7GWh savings in 2010

•  Lower our CO2 emissions by 70% and improve the energy efficiency of our networks and datacenters 
by 25% over the period 20072020. 

We would review our list of company cars and avoid cars with CO2 levels above 170 gr/km •  Banned cars above 170g CO2/km in our new green fleet offer and lowered the average emission factor of new cars 
to 132g CO2/km, resulting in the “Fleet Owner of the Year” and the bronze “Green Fleet” awards

We would launch a largescale ecodriving training program •  Initiated a multiyear eco driving training program. In 2010, 631 drivers followed the course, resulting in a CO2 and 
fuel consumption reduction and greater safety

We would provide customers with products and services that help them manage their environmental footprint 
more efficiently

•  Increased communication on our green IT solutions and stopped repacking 30% of our mobile devices with 
Belgacom packaging

•  Launch at least 2 new initiatives to help our customers become more energyefficient in their daily life 
and work. 

We would launch a mobile phone recycling campaign •  Collected 38,233 old mobile phones (48% increase vs 2009) , and planted 15,000 trees in Niger via our “plant a 
tree” GSM recycling campaign

•  Increase collection and recycling of old mobile devices

We would sign the European Union’s Code of Conducts on energy efficient digital TV and datacenters. •  Signed the EU codes of conduct on energyefficient datacenters, broadband equipment and digital TV decoders 

  Communicating on  
electromagnetic fields 
and health

We would launch an elearning tool on EMF for internal & external stakeholders •  Delayed the launch of the EMF elearning tool due to lack of global legal framework in Belgium •  Launch the EMF elearning and take at least another initiative to inform our customers

We would continue communication on EMF •  Distributed the brochures "Mobiele telefoon en gezondheid"/"Téléphones mobiles et santé" edited by the Federal 
Health Authorities 

•  Published tips & tricks to reduce exposure to EMF on our websites

•  Organized a stakeholder panel discussion on EMF

We would initiate the retrofit of our mobile network to comply with new legal obligations •  Submitted all technical files to the Walloon body that delivers compliance attestations •  Launch the retrofit of the mobile network in the Brussels and Flemish regions as legally required

  Promoting a positive  
work culture

We would continue building our new customersegmented organization with a deeper integration of all affiliates •  Finalized the integration of our affiliates

We would communicate on our new code of conduct throughout the organization •  Sent the new code of conduct at home to all employees at home and published the code on intranet

We would develop practical tools for 45+ career management and edit a handbook to facilitate recruitment of 
disabled people

•  Reviewed our HR diversity strategy and decided to increase focus on ageing, alongside gender, disability, and 
culture

•  Stimulate career management of mid and late career employees 

We would continue implementing commitments included in the "Road safety" charter and in our Safety and 
Health prevention plan

•  Increased awareness on road safety via dedicated trainings (correct application of road signs safety)

We would develop new trainings aimed at improving our customer service and centricity, and start promoting 
employee volunteering

• Focused our training on employees holding customer centric functions 
• Started a project of volunteering of competencies

•  Improve employee satisfaction each year and by 5 percent in 2015 vs 2010 

• Ensure each business unit has its own skills plan by 2012

  Developing  
a responsible  
supply chain

We would evaluate the CSR performance of our strategic suppliers, representing at least 30% of our procure
ment spend, and followup all our suppliers with insufficient CSR performance, within 6 months

•  Assessed the CSR performance of our strategic suppliers, representing 36% of our procurement spend (above our 
target). Followed up two suppliers with insufficient CSR performance 

•  Extend CSR risk assessment for all suppliers with a spend above EUR 125,000
•  Evaluate the CSR performance of detected medium and highrisk suppliers and follow 

up with 10 more highrisk suppliers

We would finalize our approach to include CSR as a criterion in sourcing and selection projects •  Defined a process to include a 5% weighting of CSR criteria in our projects and sourcing. •  Integrated additional sustainability criteria in the sourcing plans and in our request for proposals for at 
least 5 categories (of a total of 199 categories)

We would include a CSR topic in our strategic reviews with key suppliers •  Included a CSR topic in 4 strategic review meetings with suppliers • Continue to include CSR topics in strategic review meetings with key suppliers

  Supporting our  
communities

We would assess our Groupwide charity/Foundation strategy •  Reviewed our charity/Foundation strategy •  Launch the new Belgacom Foundation

•  Donated EUR 1.7 million as well as time and equipment to 101 social projects •  Support at least 100 social projects

•  Mobilized our employees in order to support the homeless people during winter

•  Enabled donations via SMS in favour of victims of the earthquake in Haiti and of the flood in Pakistan

We would increase integration of CSR in our sponsoring activities and events • Included a race for disabled athletes in the main program of the Belgacom Memorial Van Damme
• Integrated Gfootball in Belgacom Dreambox

•  Offer access to sport or cultural events to disadvantaged youngsters  
in collaboration with our sponsoring department

We would launch an initiative to sponsor the equipment and web site of local sport clubs. •  Launched the Dreambox initiative, sponsoring the equipment and web site of over 300 local sport clubs

Achievements & commitments
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We said Status We have We will

CSR Management We would continue the integration of our international subsidiaries in our Group CSR strategy and action plans •  Improved the CSR strategy and governance of our international subsidiaries, and included them  
in the scope of our quantitative figures

•  Continue to share best practices with our international subsidiaries

We would improve our stakeholder engagement approach •  Structured our approach and organized multistakeholder panels on our three key CSR priorities •  Organize a multistakeholder panel to gather feedback on our overall CSR strategy

We would help our business units to successfully deliver the Group CSR action plan •  Achieved our 2010 goals and gained external recognition (Ethibel Excellence Investment register,  
Top3 at “Best CSR report” Award)

•  Ensure that we remain included in Ethibel Investment Register

  Enhancing access  
to communications

We would simplify and harmonize our offers •  Simplified our product range into four categories •  Improve our customer satisfaction, via improved service and simplicity

We would improve the overall customer experience and servicing •  Defined “customer centricity” as companywide strategic priority, resulting in 12% less complaints vs. last year 

We would continue to develop targeted offers for disadvantaged people •  Organized a stakeholder meeting to identify needs of disabled and elderly people and defined a strategy to improve 
our offering for this segment.

•  nearly doubled our sales of devices for elderly
•  enabled 263 youngsters with longterm sickness to continue following their school courses via videoconference 

(43% increase vs last year)»

•  Launch at least two new initiatives to bridge the digital divide in 2011.
•  Provide a minimum of 170,000 hours of ICT training per year
•  Improve the accessibility of our web sites for people with disabilities

We would continue to promote and support programs aimed at reducing the digital divide •  Donated 766 PC’s to schools and associations
•  Provided 174,256 hours of ICT training (12% increase vs last year) 
•  Sold 10.000 Start2Surf packs, a lowcost offer»

We would further promote a safe use of our technologies, via a dedicated Website •  Distributed a pedagogic file on safer Internet, prepared by Child Focus, in all secundary schools in Belgium 
•  Published advice for responsible use on our websites»

•  Develop responsible marketing and communication guidelines
•  Take at least two new initiatives to encourage a responsible use of our products in 2011

  Enabling a low-carbon 
society

We would continue to reduce the CO2 emissions of our Belgian operations by 70% over the period 20072020 •  Reduced our CO2 by 3% vs 2009 and 56 % vs our 2007 baseline. Continued our intensive energy efficiency 
projects in our mobile network, datacenters and fixed network resulting in 11,7GWh savings in 2010

•  Lower our CO2 emissions by 70% and improve the energy efficiency of our networks and datacenters 
by 25% over the period 20072020. 

We would review our list of company cars and avoid cars with CO2 levels above 170 gr/km •  Banned cars above 170g CO2/km in our new green fleet offer and lowered the average emission factor of new cars 
to 132g CO2/km, resulting in the “Fleet Owner of the Year” and the bronze “Green Fleet” awards

We would launch a largescale ecodriving training program •  Initiated a multiyear eco driving training program. In 2010, 631 drivers followed the course, resulting in a CO2 and 
fuel consumption reduction and greater safety

We would provide customers with products and services that help them manage their environmental footprint 
more efficiently

•  Increased communication on our green IT solutions and stopped repacking 30% of our mobile devices with 
Belgacom packaging

•  Launch at least 2 new initiatives to help our customers become more energyefficient in their daily life 
and work. 

We would launch a mobile phone recycling campaign •  Collected 38,233 old mobile phones (48% increase vs 2009) , and planted 15,000 trees in Niger via our “plant a 
tree” GSM recycling campaign

•  Increase collection and recycling of old mobile devices

We would sign the European Union’s Code of Conducts on energy efficient digital TV and datacenters. •  Signed the EU codes of conduct on energyefficient datacenters, broadband equipment and digital TV decoders 

  Communicating on  
electromagnetic fields 
and health

We would launch an elearning tool on EMF for internal & external stakeholders •  Delayed the launch of the EMF elearning tool due to lack of global legal framework in Belgium •  Launch the EMF elearning and take at least another initiative to inform our customers

We would continue communication on EMF •  Distributed the brochures "Mobiele telefoon en gezondheid"/"Téléphones mobiles et santé" edited by the Federal 
Health Authorities 

•  Published tips & tricks to reduce exposure to EMF on our websites

•  Organized a stakeholder panel discussion on EMF

We would initiate the retrofit of our mobile network to comply with new legal obligations •  Submitted all technical files to the Walloon body that delivers compliance attestations •  Launch the retrofit of the mobile network in the Brussels and Flemish regions as legally required

  Promoting a positive  
work culture

We would continue building our new customersegmented organization with a deeper integration of all affiliates •  Finalized the integration of our affiliates

We would communicate on our new code of conduct throughout the organization •  Sent the new code of conduct at home to all employees at home and published the code on intranet

We would develop practical tools for 45+ career management and edit a handbook to facilitate recruitment of 
disabled people

•  Reviewed our HR diversity strategy and decided to increase focus on ageing, alongside gender, disability, and 
culture

•  Stimulate career management of mid and late career employees 

We would continue implementing commitments included in the "Road safety" charter and in our Safety and 
Health prevention plan

•  Increased awareness on road safety via dedicated trainings (correct application of road signs safety)

We would develop new trainings aimed at improving our customer service and centricity, and start promoting 
employee volunteering

• Focused our training on employees holding customer centric functions 
• Started a project of volunteering of competencies

•  Improve employee satisfaction each year and by 5 percent in 2015 vs 2010 

• Ensure each business unit has its own skills plan by 2012

  Developing  
a responsible  
supply chain

We would evaluate the CSR performance of our strategic suppliers, representing at least 30% of our procure
ment spend, and followup all our suppliers with insufficient CSR performance, within 6 months

•  Assessed the CSR performance of our strategic suppliers, representing 36% of our procurement spend (above our 
target). Followed up two suppliers with insufficient CSR performance 

•  Extend CSR risk assessment for all suppliers with a spend above EUR 125,000
•  Evaluate the CSR performance of detected medium and highrisk suppliers and follow 

up with 10 more highrisk suppliers

We would finalize our approach to include CSR as a criterion in sourcing and selection projects •  Defined a process to include a 5% weighting of CSR criteria in our projects and sourcing. •  Integrated additional sustainability criteria in the sourcing plans and in our request for proposals for at 
least 5 categories (of a total of 199 categories)

We would include a CSR topic in our strategic reviews with key suppliers •  Included a CSR topic in 4 strategic review meetings with suppliers • Continue to include CSR topics in strategic review meetings with key suppliers

  Supporting our  
communities

We would assess our Groupwide charity/Foundation strategy •  Reviewed our charity/Foundation strategy •  Launch the new Belgacom Foundation

•  Donated EUR 1.7 million as well as time and equipment to 101 social projects •  Support at least 100 social projects

•  Mobilized our employees in order to support the homeless people during winter

•  Enabled donations via SMS in favour of victims of the earthquake in Haiti and of the flood in Pakistan

We would increase integration of CSR in our sponsoring activities and events • Included a race for disabled athletes in the main program of the Belgacom Memorial Van Damme
• Integrated Gfootball in Belgacom Dreambox

•  Offer access to sport or cultural events to disadvantaged youngsters  
in collaboration with our sponsoring department

We would launch an initiative to sponsor the equipment and web site of local sport clubs. •  Launched the Dreambox initiative, sponsoring the equipment and web site of over 300 local sport clubs
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Assurance report
of the Independent Auditor

Engagement 
We have been engaged by BELGACOM 
Group SA de droit public (“BELGACOM”) to 
obtain limited assurance on BELGACOM’s 
Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”) 
report (“the Report” hereafter) of Belgacom 
Group (“Group” or “the Company” hereafter) 
for the year ended 31 December 2010. 
The scope of the Report, including any inherent 
limitations that could affect the reliability of the 
information contained therein, is set out in the 
section “About our CSR report” of the Report. 
The Report covers BELGACOM’s Belgian 
activities (including those of Belgacom SA de 
droit public, Belgacom Mobile SA, Belgacom 
Skynet SA and Skynet IMotion Activities 
SA, BICS SA, Scarlet SA, Telindus SA and 
Connectimmo NV) as well as the available 
information on BELGACOM’S International 
activities via its subsidiaries (Scarlet SA, Telindus 
SA, Tango SA and BICS SA). The Report 
is the responsibility of the management of 
BELGACOM. Our responsibility as independent 
auditor is to provide limited assurance on 
the Report, including certain selected key 
performance indicators for the year 2010 
marked with a √ in the key figures table (page 
30). A limited assurance engagement provides 
less assurance than an audit.

Limitations in our review
Our engagement did not include verification 
or review of any of the quantitative 
information in the Report with the exception 
of those 2010 figures marked with a √ in the 
key figures table as explained in the previous 
paragraph.
Our engagement did also not include a 
verification of the internet links in the Report 
and their related information disclosed on 
the BELGACOM internet site. In the section 
“About our CSR report” of the Report, 
an explanation for the reasons of these 
limitations is provided.

Criteria and reporting principles
There are currently no generally accepted 
criteria for reporting sustainability performance 
in Belgium. The Report has been prepared in 
accordance with the Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative 
(“GRI”) as mentioned in the section “About 
our CSR report” of the Report. 

Management’s responsibility 
Management is responsible for the 
preparation of the Report and the 
information therein in accordance with the 
criteria mentioned above. This responsibility 

To the management of BELGACOM Group SA de droit public

includes designing, implementing and 
maintaining internal control relevant to 
the preparation of the Report that is free 
of material misstatements, selecting and 
applying appropriate reporting policies and 
using measurement methods and estimates 
that are reasonable in the circumstances. 
The choices made by management, the 
scope of the Report and the reporting policy, 
including any inherent limitations that could 
affect the reliability of information, are set out 
in the Report. 

The independent auditor’s 
responsibility and scope of the 
work performed
Our responsibility is to express a 
conclusion with regard to the Report of 
BELGACOM, including the selected key 
2010 performance indicators marked with 
a √ in the key figures table, based on the 
limited assurance engagement described 
above. We conducted our procedures in 
accordance with the International Standard 
for Assurance Engagements 3000 (“ISAE 
3000”): “Assurance Engagements other 
than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information” and the Code of Ethics, 
issued by the International Federation of 
Accountants (“IFAC”).

Procedures
We have performed all the procedures 
deemed necessary to obtain the evidence 
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for our conclusions. Our main 
procedures were:
•  Obtaining an understanding of the tel

ecommunication sector and its relevant 
CSR issues;

•  Assessing the acceptability of the reporting 
principles used, the choices of the stake
holder groups, and the topics on which 
BELGACOM reports;

•  Reviewing, through press review and inter
nal documentation review, the key CSR 
expectations regarding BELGACOM ;

•  Evaluating the procedures at BELGACOM 
Corporate level and at operational level to 
identify CSR issues relevant for internal and 
external stakeholders; 

•  Evaluating the existing procedures to 
define report content and to ensure that 
key stakeholders’ expectations are being 
addressed in the Report;

•  Evaluating the procedures at the BELGA
COM Corporate level to obtain, process 
and report data and assess internal control 
measures;

•  Examining, on a limited test basis, evidence 
supporting the descriptive data provided, 
and studying relevant company docu
ments;

•  Examining, on a limited test basis, evidence 
of the selected key performance indicators 
for the year 2010 marked with a √ in the 
key figures table;

•  Assessing the adequacy of the documen
tation and “audit trail” from the information 
in the report to the basic data;

•  Evaluating the procedures for compliance 
with relevant laws, regulations and inter
nal policies relevant to CSR including the 
monitoring of this compliance;

•  Conducting interviews with responsible 
company officers, mainly for the purpose of 
assessing the consistency of the descrip
tive data in the Report;

•  Evaluating the overall view of the CSR 
content of the Report, amongst others by 
testing its content against the guidelines 
issued by the Global Reporting Initiative, (i) 
GRI content principles (materiality, stake
holder inclusiveness, sustainability context, 
completeness), and (ii) GRI quality princi
ples (balance, clarity, accuracy, timeliness, 
comparability, reliability).

Conclusions
Based on our procedures performed to 
obtain limited assurance, nothing came to 
our attention that causes us to believe that:
•  The topics discussed in the Report do not 

address the key Corporate Social Respon
sibility issues affecting BELGACOM Group 
SA de droit public;

•  The reporting procedures and principles 
used, are not appropriate and consistently 
applied;

•  The 2010 key performance indicators, 
marked with a √ in the key figures table, 
contain any material misstatements.

Bruxelles, le 21 mars 2011
Ernst & Young Réviseurs d’Entreprises 

SCCRL
Represented by

Harry Everaerts
Partner
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Independent review 
of our CSR report by CSR Europe
Belgacom has invited CSR Europe’s Executive Director, Stefan Crets,  
to conduct an independent review of the Company’s 2010 CSR Report.

Significant Strengths and 
achievements include:
1.  Alignment with Annual Report – The 

preparation and publication of the CSR 
report in parallel with the annual report 
is an important step towards providing 
all stakeholders with a consolidated 
view of Belgacom’s performance.

2.  Clear priorities and reporting on pro-
gress – the report presents a coherent 
and clear set of priorities that are mate
rial to Belgacom’s operations. The 
focus on improved performance dem
onstrates the yearonyear approach 
that builds on previous achievements 
in line with the company’s forward
looking performance goals.

3.  Robust comparability of Perfor-
mance Data – The table of KPIs 
integrated throughout the report are 
enhanced through their use of multi
year data, which enables readers to 
make easy and direct comparisons in 
a number of important areas. It is also 
encouraging to see the introduction 
of data regarding Belgacom’s global 
operations as a standalone set of 
metrics even if in the first year the data 
is somewhat incomplete. 

4.  Enhancing the work environment – 
The report demonstrates that Belga
com has made a number of significant 
and interconnected steps to improve 

the quality of the working experi
ence for their employees alongside a 
renewed focus on skills, training and 
volunteering.

In future reports, we encourage 
Belgacom to:
1.  Further clarify the link between the 

business and the CSR strategy of 
Belgacom – The evidence base and 
the narrative could be strengthened to 
show Belgacom’s CSR performance 
as a dimension of corporate strategy 
and overall business development. 
How the different CSR objectives are 
in line with and serve the business 
strategy will demonstrate the added 
value of the current CSR approach 
more clearly. The further integration of 
the CSR governance within the overall 
management approach will be instru
mental to this direction.

2.  Clarify the mid- and long term tar-
gets – This would help to understand 
the real contribution of the different 
CSR efforts, both towards the com
pany itself as to the society in which 
it operates; e.g. it is not clear what the 
real overall impact is of the strong effort 
on reducing emissions through the 
company car policy and ecodriving.

3.  Deepen the analysis of CSR impact 
– Belgacom could seek to develop 
robust measurement tools to under

stand the real impact of its business 
activities (internally & externally) and 
thereby create quantitative indica
tors on what value is created and for 
whom. Combining this with the busi
ness case is what truly enables a com
pany to achieve integrated reporting.

4.  Comparative Performance within 
the industry – The Report may gain 
extra legitimacy by showing readers 
how Belgacom is performing relative 
to national and/or regional competi
tors within the same sector, and/or of 
a similar size. 

Stefan Crets
CSR Europe’s Executive Director
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GRI Content Table
Content as per GRI G3 and Sector Supplement Compliance Reference to Content and Comments

1. Strategy and analysis
1.1 Statement from the most senior decisionmaker Yes CSR strategy / CEO interview in Activities Report
1.2 Description of the key impacts, risks and opportunities Yes CSR Strategy, How we manage and in each chapters

2. Organizational Profile   
2.12.10 Comprehensive description of organization, products, brands, etc. Yes About our reporting / Activities Report / www.belgacom.Com

3. Report parameters   
3.13.11 Scope of report, contact details, data and measurement methods Yes About our reporting, How we manage, Key Figures table
3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report Yes
3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report Yes Abour our reporting, External Assurance Statement
4. Governance, Commitments and Engagements   
4.14.10 Governance structures, committees, policies, etc. Yes How we manage / Corporate Governance section in Annual report and  

www.belgacom.com
4.114.13 Commitments to external initiatives Yes How we manage. We are signatories of the ETNO Sustainability Charter, the Safer 

Internet Framework, the EU Code of Conducts on energy efficient datacenters, 
broadband equipment and digital TV decoders. Our Code of Ethical Purchasing is 
based on the ILO principles 

4.144.17 List of stakeholders, approach, key expectations Yes How we manage, Access to communications, Enabling a lowcarbon society, 
Communicating on EMF and health

Economic Performance indicators   
EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed Yes Our Strategy. Key Figures / Annual Report
EC2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change Yes Our strategy. Enabling a lowcarbon society
EC3 Coverage of the organizations' defined benefit plan obligations Yes Corporate Governance section in Annual report
EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government Yes Belgian government is our key shareholder and an important stakeholder
EC6 Business policy, business practices, and % of locallybased suppliers Yes How we manage, Developing a responsible supply chain, Key Figures / Annual Report
EC7 Procedures for local hiring Not Material We have no specific procedures for local hiring
EC8 Development/impact of infrastructure investments and services for public benefit Yes Key Figures, Enhancing access to communications / Annual Report

Environmental Performance indicators   
EN1 Materials used by weight or volume Yes Enabling a lowcarbon society. Key Figures
EN34 Direct and indirect energy consumption by primary energy source Yes Key Figures, Enabling a lowcarbon society
EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements Yes Key Figures, enabling a lowcarbon society
EN6 Initiatives to provide energyefficient or renewable energy based products and services Yes Enabling a lowcarbon society
EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved Yes Key Figures, Enabling a lowcarbon society
EN8 Total water withdrawal by source Yes Key Figures (not material)
EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas 

and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas
Not Material Our materiality process determines that this indicator is not relevant or significant for 

our business. If we undertake operations in or close to vulnerable ecosystems, their 
impact on biodiversity is part of the legal procedure

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in 
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

Not Material see EN 11

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight Yes Key Figures, Enabling a lowcarbon society
EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight Yes Key Figures, Enabling a lowcarbon society (business travel, outsourced transport, 

employee commuting)
EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved Yes Enabling a lowcarbon society
EN19 Emissions of ozonedepleting substances by weight Not Material We are phasingout the use of ozonedepleting substances
EN20 NO, SO, and other significant air emissions by type and weight Not Material Our operations do not cause any significant emissions of these gases
EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination Not Material Given its office orientation Belgacom does not use any significant volumes of water 

and hence does not generate any significant volumes of waste water
EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method Partial Key Figures, Enabling a lowcarbon society
EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills Not Material Our operations do not cause any significant leakages that might damage the 

surrounding area
EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of 

impact mitigation
Yes Enabling a lowcarbon society

EN27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by 
category

Yes Key Figures, Enabling a lowcarbon society. All packaging material circulating in 
Belgium is subject to FostPlus and ValiPac national collection systems

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of nonmonetary sanctions for non
compliance with environmental laws and regulations

Yes No significant fines

EN29 Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and 
materials used for the organization’s operations

Yes Key Figures (included in total transport figures)

Social Performance indicators   
Labor practices and decent work performance indicators   
LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region Yes Key Figures
LA2 Total number and rate of employee turnover by age group, gender, and region No Key Figures / Activities Report
LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements Yes Key Figures
LA5 Minimum notice period(s) regarding operational changes, including whether it is 

specified in collective agreements
Yes No standard rules. Proactive internal communication negotiated with Unions on ad 

hoc basis
LA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management–worker health 

and safety committees 
Yes Key Figures

LA7 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of 
workrelated fatalities by region

Yes Key Figures

in accordance with GRI G3 and the Telecommunications Sector Supplement (TSS)   
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LA8 Training, prevention, and riskcontrol programs in place to assist workforce members, 
their families, or community members regarding serious diseases

Yes Promoting a positive working culture

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category Yes Key Figures, Promoting a positive working culture / 'Our people' chapter in Activities 
Report

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings

Yes Promoting a positive working culture / 'Our people' chapter in Activities Report

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews Yes Key Figures
LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category according 

to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity
Yes Key Figures / “Our people” chapter in Activities Report

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category Not Material We do not discriminate basic salary between men and women
Human rights   
HR1 Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include human 

rights clauses or that have undergone human rights screening
Partial Key Figures, Responsible supply chain

HR2 Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on 
human rights and actions taken

Yes Key Figures, Responsible supply chain

HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human 
rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees trained

Yes Key Figures, Responsible supply chain

HR5 Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and collective 
bargaining may be at significant risk

Yes We operate primarily in countries of Western Europe where freedom of expression is 
protected under the Works Council Act and the right to trade union membership

HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures 
taken

Yes Responsible supply chain (included in our Code of ethical purchasing). No violations 
reported

HR7 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory 
labor, and measures taken

Yes Responsible supply chain (included in our Code of ethical purchasing). No violations 
reported

Society performance indicators   
SO1 Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and practices that assess and manage 

the impacts of operations on communities, including entering, operating, and exiting
Yes we measure landlord relationship satisfaction (Key Figures), dialog with communities 

close to base stations, and ensure network compliance with EMF norms 
SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of nonmonetary sanctions for non

compliance with laws and regulations
Yes access to communications, Activities report

Product responsibility performance indicators
PR1 Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are 

assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and services 
categories subject to such procedures

Yes Communicating on electromagnetic fields. The products linked to our services do 
not pose any significant health or safety risks and comply with all safety rules set by 
law

PR3 Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of 
significant products and services subject to such information requirements

Yes Key Figures. We comply with all legal frameworks

PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship

Yes Enhancing Access to communications / Belgacom complies with the legal 
frameworks

PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data

Yes Enhancing Access to communications. We have received no significant complaints

PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for noncompliance with laws and regulations 
concerning the provision and use of products and services

Yes No fines imposed in reporting period

Telecommunications sector specific guidelines   
Category: internal operations   
IO3 Practices to ensure health and safety of field personnel involved in the installation, 

operation and maintenance of masts, base stations, laying cables and other outside plant
Yes Communicating on electromanetic fields

IO4 Compliance with ICNIRP (International Commission on NonIonising Radiation 
Protection) standards on exposure to radiofrequency (RF) emissions from handsets

Yes Communicating on electromagnetic fields and health (labeling of exposure levels)

IO5 Compliance with ICNIRP (International Commission on NonIonising Radiation 
Protection) guidelines on exposure to radiofrequency (RF) emissions from base stations

Yes Communicating on electromagnetic fields and health (regional norms on exposure 
to EMF)

IO6 Policies and practices with respect to Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) of handsets Yes Communicating on electromagnetic fields and health (labeling of SAR)
IO7 Policies and practices on the siting of masts and transmission sites including 

stakeholder consultation, site sharing, and initiatives to reduce visual impacts. Describe 
approach to evaluate consultations and quantify where possible

Yes we measure landlord relationship satisfaction (Key Figures), dialog with communities 
close to base stations, network compliance with EMF norms 

Category: providing access   
PA2 Policies and practices to overcome barriers for access and use of telecommunication 

products and services
Yes enhancing access to communications

PA3 Policies and practices to ensure availability and reliability of telecommunications 
products and services and quantify, where possible, for specified time periods and 
locations of down time

Partial enhancing access to communications. Activities Report

PA4 Quantify the level of availability of telecommunications products and services in areas 
where the organization operates 

Yes Key Figures

PA7 Policies and practices to manage human rights issues relating to access and use of 
telecommunications products and services 

Yes enhancing access to communications

PA8 Policies and practices to publicly communicate on EMF related issues. Include 
information provides at points of sales material

Yes Communicating on electromagnetic fields and health 

PA10 Initiatives to ensure clarity of charges and tariffs Yes Enhancing access to communications. Activities Report
PA11 Initiatives to inform customers about product features and applications that will promote 

responsible, efficient, cost effective, and environmentally preferable use
Yes enhancing access to communications, enabling a lowcarbon society

Category: Technology applications
TA2 Provide examples of telecommunication products, services and applications that have 

the potential to replace physical objects (e.g. a telephone book by a database on the 
web or travel by videoconferencing)

Yes enabling a lowcarbon society

TA3 Disclose any measures of transport and/or resource changes of customer use of the 
telecommunication products and services listed above 

Partial enabling a lowcarbon society


